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NapaCART ASAR’s Mission:
To ensure the best possible outcome for animals
affected by a disaster.

ASAR includes Evacuation,
Shelter In Place (SIP), and Transportation of Animals &
Supplies During Disasters.

When we go out on a call, we never know for sure which
aspect of ASAR we will be performing, so we learn them all.
Additionally, ASAR includes Staging Center operation and
Animal Technical Rescue.

Most Incidents will Include
an ASAR Staging/Command Center

Both Staging and Command Center have so far been at the
Napa Valley Horsemen’s Association Clubhouse area.

Transportation

The ASAR Transportation Dept. certifies drivers, inspects vehicles,
and maintains NapaCART running stock.
• Study the NapaCART Vehicle Inspection PDF.
• Check with allen@napacart.org to become a certified driver.
• We require annual inspection forms to be filed for all vehicles to
be used in operations. Fill them out and return them ASAP if you
haven’t already.

Animal Technical Rescue (ATR)

• ATR can be called throughout the year for such things as
traffic or trail accidents.
• ATR works closely with First Responders and Veterinarians
• ATR requires advanced training and certification
• Email Claudia@napacart.org if you are interested in
learning ATR and becoming part of that team.

Step #1 to Joining ASAR: Become a NapaCART
Member and Disaster Service Worker (DSW)

• CERT Training (CERT = Community Emergency Response Training)
• ICS 100 and 200 (ICS = Incident Command System)
• Annual NapaCART Volunteer Training
These requirements qualify you to be sworn in by Napa County as a
Disaster Service Worker (DSW).

Step #2: Meet ASAR Requirements

•
•
•

•

ASAR Annual Training
All Hazards Awareness Class
Fireline and Pole Line Safety Classes (with Fire Tent
Deployment)
Trailer Drivers: Driver and Vehicle Certification

ASAR Essential Skills

•
•
•
•

Tie a Quick Release Knot (such as “daisy chain” - essential for
safely securing and releasing a horse in a trailer)
Experience with/Knowledge of a variety of domestic species,
including their unique health, nutrition, handling and care needs.
Cooperative, teamwork attitude
Knowledge of, and willingness to follow, ICS and NapaCART
protocol and code of behavior.

ASAR Personal Requirements:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooperative and Respectful with Others
Familiar with variety of large & small domestic animal species
Ability to catch, halter, lead and load a horse
Ability to lift a 50 lb. feed bag
Able to walk 1 mile over uneven and partially steep terrain
Ability to read and follow a road map; (DON’T count on GPS!)
Familiarity with topo maps is also a plus

Highly Recommended
• Rabies Pre-Exposure Series Vaccination
• Animal First Aid
• All NapaCART Animal Handling, Nutrition, First Aid,
and Health Classes and videos
• We encourage cross-training with other NapaCART
Departments (Livestock Shelter, Hotline, etc)

Essential ASAR SKill: Trailer Loading

Trailer loading - and unloading - horses, llamas, goats, sheep, pigs, etc. is
both one of the riskiest activities we perform and one of the most common.
We offer trailer loading classes when we can, AND we encourage ASAR
volunteers to seek as much outside training and experience as they can.

Strongly Recommended:
Wildlife Rescue Training
Although NapaCART is not authorized to rescue wildlife, Napa Wildlife
Rescue’s excellent 1 afternoon course in how to safely and effectively
catch, contain, and crate wild animals has many uses in ASAR, particularly
with cats and poultry. Contact NWR to request info on getting that training:
https://www.napawildliferescue.org/

What if there is an incident and
I am not finished with my requirements?
•
•

•

•

Come and Help!
When you sign in, fill out a
DSW application for single
incident
You will be assigned a date
and a time for singleincident swear-in on Zoom
We will try to pair you with
an experienced person for
your first assignment.

Required for Vehicles & Drivers

• Current DMV record on file with training@napacart.org
• Valid drivers license
• NapaCART owns a few vehicles, but most likely you will drive your
own.
• If driving your own vehicle, vehicle must be currently registered and
insured, and in good working condition
• Drivers pulling trailers must be certified by our Transportation Lead,
Allen Harrison, or have a valid Class A License.
• At the beginning of fire season, send a copy of your filled-out PreInspection Form to allen@napacart.org

Photo Do’s and Don’ts

•
•
•
•
•

Do take a close-up pic of SIP animals to send to owner; Try to avoid
revealing backgrounds.
Do take photos that illustrate questions or concerns: Send these to
CERT/ASAR Leader and/or a veterinarian.
Do Not post photos on social media unless cleared first through PIO
(Saanen Kerson) or Social Media leader (currently Megan Van Coutren)
Ask owner for permission to share photos or videos you may take of
their animals, children, or property
Do take photos for later use that illustrate NapaCART in action. Just run
them through the proper channels before posting them anywhere or
sharing with someone who might.

SOCIAL MEDIA POLICIES
If you’re on ASAR, get
off Facebook. (and
Twitter, Instagram,
Pinterest, TikTok,
Snapchat, and any other
social media platform)
● If you have something that you feel should be told, send it to our
PIO (Public Information Officer) or Social Media Moderator.
● “Happy Ending” stories & photos are always welcome
● Facebook is not where someone should learn that their pet
died or their home burned (or other bad news).
● Never post photos or comments that can hurt NapaCART, a
victim, a fellow volunteer, or any aspect of emergency
operations, even after the Incident is over.

Preserve Public Trust

You may see upsetting and/or illegal things. You may discover illegal pets (ferrets,
wolves, fighting cocks, etc), illegal or dangerous activities, and animals suffering
neglect or abuse.
However:

People must be able to trust Napa CART or they will not seek help
for their animals.
●
●
●
●

Everything Must Remain Confidential
Do Not Post these things on Social Media!
Discuss with your supervisor.
You are not law enforcement. You are there to evacuate or provide shelterin-place for animals. Period.
● Do not “Out” anyone on social media for anything you discover in the field, or
for their animal management!

Activation:
Notification of Team Members
Whenever NapaCART has been activated by Napa
County, You will be notified through one or more of
these:
•WhatsAPP: NapaCART Broadcast List or ASAR List
•County-generated Nixle
•Text
•Phone call
•Email
•Facebook
If you get multiple notifications, be patient. It’s just that
we need to use multiple platforms to be sure we reach
everybody

When you get the Activation Notice
1. Respond ASAP:
(a) if you are coming,
(b) when you are coming, and
(c) what (if anything) you are driving.
2. If you can’t go right away, respond with a brief text saying if
and when you can come.
3. Keep your WhatsApp on; See what we need each day.
Don’t count on us to remember that you can work next
Saturday.
4. Make sure your own home, family, and animals are safe
and cared-for before heading out.
5. Bring your Go-Bag and anything else you might want, food,
water, any personal tools you may want.
6. If coming from a distance, bring a sleeping bag and pillow,
change of clothes, and personal toiletries and medications.

Covid-19 is Real
• Stay home if you feel sick, know you have been
exposed, or have new unexplained symptoms.
• Wear a mask and
• Maintain a minimum of 6 feet distancing around
other people. (An uncovered sneeze or singing/yelling
can project aerosols up to 25 feet, so make it a habit to
keep your mask on whenever you are in an area with
other people)
• Use hand sanitizer frequently.
• Spray or wipe down shared surfaces and tools.
• Travel in your own vehicle unless your team mate is
part of your normal household “bubble.”

What should you wear?
• Sturdy, comfortable work shoes or
boots; No sneakers or sandals! No
open toed shoes.
• For field work, Long pants, preferably
100% non-meltable (cotton, wool, etc)
• Sun Hat and sunglasses
• Your NapaCART shirt and hat if you
have them
• Bring your CERT helmet, ID
• NapaCART vest and helmet, and
whatever PPE’s (Personal Protective
Equipment) you are issued at the
staging area.
• So long as Covid-19 is an issue, wear a
face mask.

Upon Arrival at Staging Area
•
•
•

Sign In; Record sign-in time on your 214.
If you are not already a DSW, fill out the application for singleincident swear-in
Pick up forms at sign in table: extra 214, mileage log, blank
RFAS’s, several SIP and EVAC door hangers or cards

Current CERT Dispatch procedure (If we have our own Dispatch, we
might use a different form but it will be similar):
• Fill out CERT Green Card, plus Blue Card if using own vehicle
• (Green Card: Each Volunteer; Blue Card: Vehicle used in
Operations)
• CERT does not store or re-use green and blue cards, so you need
to fill out a new one every day you work.

WhatsApp

The NapaCART Broadcast List is used to communicate
with the entire NapaCART volunteer base.
Example: Activation Notice
Once you have been checked in with ASAR, you will be
added to the Active ASAR List.
The Active ASAR List is where we will conduct most of
our communications within ASAR.
WhatsApp is a nimble program that allows new groups to
be created quickly whenever needed.

WhatsApp Protocol
•

•

•

•

•

•

Stay on Active ASAR List not Broadcast List: The
entire NapaCART volunteer base does not want or
need our play-by-plays
Keep messages short and on task; No need to use
military-style jargon, but no chat
Keep “attaboys”and “copies” to a minimum (only
addressed party needs to reply)
While in the field don’t use WhatsApp unless CERT
radio does not work
Use ASAR Chat line or private message/call to chat or
discuss with others beyond Active ASAR essentials.
Be discreet about divulging sensitive info over group or
public lines.

Team Composition
Each Team will have 2 or more NapaCART
volunteers, plus a CERT Communications operator
If more than 2 on a team, ASAR Lead will assign Team
Leader.
The CERT volunteer performs Safety Officer/Lookout
duties.
Vehicles:
Evac vehicles: Truck and trailer (Van or SUV can be
used for small animals)
SIP Vehicles: Supply Truck, SUV or Van
Additional Vehicles:
Scout
Pilot Car

The Pilot Car
• The pilot car goes ahead to
ensure safe and negotiable
road conditions.
• Although the pilot car crew
are not driving a trailer, they
must understand how much
space a trailer rig needs to
turn around or to make a
sharp turn.
• Pilot Car personnel:
See for yourself – don’t take
the property owner’s word!

Pilot Car’s Critical Role
• The worst thing a pilot car crew can do is send a trailer
into a situation they can’t get out of.
• If you aren’t sure, ask the driver of the trailer to go with
you in the pilot car to assess it.

Scouts

● The Scout Team systematically goes up and down
roads, calling Dispatch whenever animals (or
evidence of animals) are seen, especially those
needing help.
● Scout Vehicle has driver and co-pilot.
● Not every incident will use a Scout Team.

Forms Used In ASAR
1. Used by All NapaCART Operations:
a. 214
b. Mileage Log

2. ASAR-Specific:
a. Vehicle Inspection/Check-in Sheet (Save time
by filling it out and sending it in ahead of time)
b. CERT Green Card (Volunteers)
c. CERT Blue Card (Vehicles)
d. RFAS (Request For Animal Services)
e. Shelter In Place Card or Door Hanger
f. Animal Evac/Removal Card or Door Hanger

Vehicle Check-In
• At the staging area, each
vehicle and each trailer to
be used for operations
will be checked for safety
and readiness.
• Only vehicles and trailers
that have been inspected
will be deployed.
• You can speed up checkin by bringing an already
filled out Vehicle
Inspection Form.

CERT Blue and Green Cards
The Blue
Card is for
vehicles
used in
operations.

Everyone fills
out a Green
Card.

New cards are required every day.

The RFAS Form
•

•

•
•

When an animal owner needs
help during a disaster, they call
either 911 or directly to our
Hotline. 911 will send calls to
our Hotline.
Hotline Operator fills out RFAS
form and sends it to Dispatch,
(which is managed by CERT.
THANKS, CERT!).
CERT/Dispatch assigns each
RFAS to an ASAR team
Occasionally, you will find an
animal who needs help while
working in the field. In this case,
you need to generate your own
RFAS and call Dispatch.

Shelter In Place Notice or Door Hanger
Fill out and post this
prominently at locations
of animals you care for.
Record every date of
visit and what care was
given, and any other
notes.

Animal Removal Notice or Door Hanger

Use one of these and post it prominently, whenever you evacuate an
animal or group of animals. Be sure to include correct phone number.
(Phone system has changed since these were printed)

NVHA Clubhouse Rules

The Napa Valley Horsemens Association Clubhouse is currently used as
the CERT/Dispatch and Incident Command Headquarters. Thanks,
NVHA!
Let them do their work without distraction.
Wait outside or at the bar inside, until you are called
You may enter the building to get food and water, use the restroom, or sit
quietly at bar

Getting Your Assignment
Sign in
2. Turn in your blue and green cards
3. Be assigned to a team
4. Wait for CERT to call your team in for assignment
5. While waiting, load your vehicle with tools and
supplies you are likely to need.
6. CERT or an ASAR leader will call you in when
they are ready for you.
7. Listen carefully, ask relevant questions, make
sure you understand
8. Check out and load any additional tools or
supplies needed
9. Pay special attention to driving instructions & map
1.

Equipment Sign-Out

• Each team will be issued relevant supplies, tools, and
equipment, including radio, walkie talkie(s), water tub, whips,
nets, paddles, relevant maps, PPE’s, etc.
• Equipment must be officially signed out with time and signature.
• Upon return, sign it back in.

GPS WARNING
When you get your
assignments,
pay attention to driving
instructions and map.
NEVER just plug the
address in to your GPS!
GPS is unreliable during
disaster conditions and
in the back country.

Before Heading Out
•
•
•
•
•

Test radios and walkie-talkies
Check each vehicle’s fuel supply
Check drinking water supply for each vehicle
Make sure you have your Form 214
You may be asked to contact the animal owners listed on each
RFAS, to make sure your services are still needed, and to clarify
instructions.
• Do not rely on GPS - get map and pay attention to directions from
CERT Dispatch
• Team should go over assignments together, agree on a plan of
action

Be prepared for Heat illness
and Wind/Sun Overexposure
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bring lots of water
Drink lots of water
Eat salty snacks
Drink electrolyte drinks (Gatorade, etc)
Remind team mates to drink water,
Use sunscreen
Wear sunglasses
• Wear brimmed hat

On The Road

• Stay together! Maintain visual contact with others.
• Maintain Situational Awareness; Fires can change
rapidly - If it doesn’t feel safe, it probably isn’t.
• Look for “Safe Zones” to wait out a flare-up
• If you become separated, stop and wait for visual contact

Team Conduct

Every ASAR volunteer deserves your full respect.
Every single ASAR Volunteer is a dedicated, hard-working person
who has given up the safety and comfort of home, in order to work
long hours in difficult environments, to help animals and the people
who care about them.
Every ASAR Volunteer has skills, strengths, and life experiences of
value to contribute to a team.
Treat everyone with respect and courtesy.
No “Junior High” cliques, gossip, etc.

When you arrive at your destination:

• Park your vehicle facing out toward your exit route.
• Groups of two (no one goes alone!) will go get the
animals.
• Be sure to leave Evac or SIP Notice with NapaCART
phone number. Display it in an easy-to-see location.

In The Field
•

•

•

•

Call owner with report after you have been to their place. If you
can take a photo of the animal and text it to the owner, people
appreciate that. Exception: If you discover a deceased animal,
don’t send a photo!
Stick to your assigned RFAS. Call in to Dispatch (CERT) before
altering/adding to your route. (Unauthorized entry to another
property is subject to trespassing laws, etc – so be sure to get
clearance first)
Complete all assignments together. No one splits off or leaves
early. If one team member needs to leave, everyone must go with
them.
No breaking and entering allowed, per Napa County Sheriff.
Even if we have permission from the owner. If the owner has a
key, they can drop off at NVHA. We can use that. Otherwise they
will have to call the Sheriff's Dispatch for assistance, 707-2534517.

Generating A New RFAS
What if you discover an animal who needs help but is not
on your current RFAS assignments?
Someone may flag you down and ask you to examine or care for
an animal; You may discover an animal running loose.
Notify Dispatch/CERT and your ASAR leader,
You will need to create a new RFAS for that animal.
DO NOT ADD IT TO A CURRENT RFAS!
This becomes very confusing for those back at Headquarters,
and animals are likely to fall through the cracks, which can have
deadly consequences if the animal needs ongoing SIP care.
For this reason, always carry blank RFAS forms with you.

SAFETY FIRST!!
Your first responsibility is Safety:
1.Your own safety
2.Your teammates’ safety
3.The animals’ safety
•IN THAT ORDER!

Evacuating Animals:

Plan out evacuations carefully. Work together as a team so no one is
stuck inside a trailer longer than is absolutely necessary.
The“5 Minute Rule”: The 5 minute rule says that - when time is of the
essence - do not waste more than 5 minutes on any one animal. Help the
greatest number of animals in the time you have.
The 5 Minute Rule does not apply if you have more time. Use your own
judgement. Give each animal its best chance!

Evac Safety 2
MAKE A PLAN with your team; Don’t just barge ahead.
Make sure each person knows their role.
Keep calm & KEEP THE SCENE as calm as possible: Ask all
others, and especially nervous or excitable people, (onlookers,
team members not actively part of this loading attempt, the
animal’s owner, etc.) to stand at a distance and be quiet.
Be ready to stop (either to reassess or to abort mission) if
things start to go South.
Call for assistance if you need it.
Being Macho is not helpful.
Do not endanger yourself trying evacuate or care for an animal
who is more than you can handle.
Safety first: If it feels unsafe, or isn’t going well, stop and regroup, make a better plan.

If you Must Leave a Horse Behind

Never leave one animal alone. Even though a buddy was “good” and did load, you
must leave a buddy behind with an animal who won’t load. (Not applicable to cats
and dogs, just to herd animals)
Find the safest place to leave them - a fenced sand arena or a barren or closely
grazed field with metal fencing are good choices.
Make sure they cannot get back into their stalls - horses have been known to
run back into a burning barn, because they think of it as their “safe spot.”
If there is a hose and sprinkler, place the sprinkler in the area of the animals and
turn it on.
Leave three days’ worth of feed and water.
Notify Dispatch immediately.
Hope for the best.
Likewise, an outdoor pet such as a cat may not be catchable. Leave food and
water and notify Dispatch so that they can schedule a recheck as soon as possible.

Remember: Every Incident is Different

•
•

•

•

NapaCART has now experienced several Incidents.
Each Incident has been quite unique, with very different
needs and circumstances.
There are basic underlying concepts and procedures that
remain the same, but details and specific procedures may
vary with each incident.
Be flexible and adaptable to changing conditions.

At the End of Each Day
• Hand-off relevant info to next
crew, especially about
animals who need continuing
care.
• Fill out and turn in your 214
Form
• Shower and change clothes
as soon as you get home.

Thanks for helping
Napa’s animals
and the people who care
about them

You make a
Difference!

